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The Problem

Can optimal defensive alignments be determined
from a set of batting data? The Pittsburgh
Pirates posed this problem to us and provided
data and guidance to inform our solution. Our
goal was to determine optimal player po-
sitioning against each batter to minimize the
expected number of runs allowed.

Background

Sabermetrics & The Shift Sabermetrics is a
term coined by Bill James, in homage to the Society
for American Baseball Research, to describe the use
of data analytics in baseball. In 1946, the first Shift,
a strategic realignment of the defense to one side of
the field, was used against Ted Williams. In 2009,
Dan Fox, the Director of Baseball Informatics for the
Pittsburgh Pirates, encouraged Shifting techniques
that significantly increased defensive efficiency and,
ultimately, brought the Shift to the MLB.
For this project, we worked with Dan Fox and his
colleagues at the Pirates to create a method to opti-
mize the defensive alignment against a given batter.

Figure 1: First Shift
against Ted Williams by
Lou Boudreau and the
Cleveland Indians

Figure 2: Dan Fox, featured in
the Tribune-Review ("Meet the
man who built Pirates’ analyt-
ics department," Travis Sawchik)
and ESPN ("How the Pirates got
defensive," David Schoenfield)

Data
• 231,025 data points
•Some key categories: bat side,
player and ball positions

Idea: Machine Learning

Clustering We cluster data (ball positions) and
try to optimize defensive alignments based on these
clusters. K-Means is one algorithm that can solve
our clustering problem.
Problems
•No constraints
•Can’t handle data bias
•Overfitting

Attempt 1: Quadratic
Optimization with Linear

Constraints

Objective Function Minimize the distance be-
tween the predicted ball position when caught (6 ft
in the air) and the total distance between players.

min
∑
i=3

(x̂− xi)2 + (ŷ − yi)2

xpos = (v0 cos θv cos θ)(ttotal)
ypos = (v0 cos θv sin θ)(ttotal)

Figure 3: Label of each fielding position

Constraints
•One player near 2nd and 3rd base at all times
• 1st baseman in box near 1st base
•Players between foul lines
•Custom constraints for individual park outfields

Results

Problem The players are clustered around second
base. We need separate analysis for infield and
outfield players.

Attempt 2: Quadratic
Optimization with Quadratic

Constraints

Objective Function Weight ball position by run
values. Split infield and outfield players to avoid
converging to one single position.

min
Xk,Yk

∑
j

{
6∑
k=3

(1− ia)Ri[(xj −Xk)2 + (yj − Yk)2]

+
9∑
k=7

iaRi[(xj −Xk)2 + (yj − Yj)2]}

Constraints
•Restrict outfield players moving forward to infield
positions

Results

Problem We have two outfielders lining at the foul
line.

Attempt 3: Two-part Probability
Simulator

We try to find the arrangement that maximizes the
probability of getting an out using 2 steps:
1 P(Ballpos X, Ballpos Y| Batter)

f (x, y) =
n∑
i=1

1
2nπe

(x−xi)2+(y−yi)2

2 P(Out | Batted Ball Position, Player Positions)
Results

Conclusions

Our attempted approaches included machine
learning and quadratic optimization with various
constraints. Ultimately, we found that a two-
part probability simulator created the best,
most realistic defensive alignments.

Technology Used/Skills Learned

Sabermetrics Techniques • R • SQL • PCA • K-Means
Parzen Windows • Optimization • Probability Simulators
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